PITT  AND  THE  STRUGGLE  FOR CANADA	Si
nse the English fleet to cut the naval communications
between France and North America, and thus to prevent
assistance reaching Canada from the Continent and the
benefits of colonial trade from reaching France. Finally,
having secured Canada and the defeat of the French navy
at Lagos and Quiberon Bay, he was able, by blockading the
remnants of the fleet, to prevent their reassembling and to
paralyse French trade.
Though the statement that America was won on the fields
of Germany was false in that it ascribed to the continental
war a primary, instead of a secondary, position, it contains p°lcy
the truth that the German war formed an integral part of
Pitt's policy. Pitt realised that Canada would be deprived
of every ounce of strength which France could be led to
put into the conflict with Prussia. Consequently he deter-
mined, by assisting Britain's continental allies, to make it
inevitable that France should occupy her chief forces in
Europe. Pitt, who while in Opposition would have allowed
Hanover to be overrun rather than spend English money
on her defence, now realised that should Hanover fall into
the hands of the French, he could not hope to retain Canada
even if he could conquer it. Over the diplomatic table,
French representatives, holding the threat of retaining
Hanover, would be able to force English Ministers to re-
linquish Canada. Therefore Pitt, who had so frequently
and so violently denounced the subsidising of German
Allies, now became responsible not only for the continuation
but for the extension of that very policy. But this he did,
not to preserve the Balance of Power in Europe, but, by armies in
preventing France from defending her colonies, to make the °pe
fall of Canada inevitable and the retention of it certain. As
he himself said, " As Germany had formerly been handled, it
had been a millstone round the neck of France."1 There is
therefore the warmest possible defence of Pitt's adoption
of the subsidising policy in the tragic statement of the
French Minister to the faithful and energetic General and to leave
Montcalm in Canada that " it was necessary to concentrate Canadians
all the strength of the kingdom for a decisive operation in
1 Corbett, England in the Seven Years' War, vol. ii., p. 228.
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